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The contents of and the information in this site, are neither meant nor intended to be a 

definitive treatment of  the subjects topics and issues  therein, nor meant to be a substitute 

or replacement for any legal, professional or expert advice, but is merely a preliminary 

source of information. 

 

The site and its contents should not be relied upon as a basis for making any decision or 

engaging in any action or undertaking, and is not a source of legal, professional, or 

official advice, nor a risk management tool or an attempt to forecast or predict any events or 

outcomes. 
 

The author or compiler of the aforementioned, does not hold himself out as an authority 

or expert on the subjects topics and issues  therein and therefore does not nor cannot 

warrant, vouch, claim or in any way claim any degree of accuracy or currency.  

 

Other  independent, professional and official advice should always be sought elsewhere, 

to assist in any risk management activity, of any or any  perceived or potential risk, so as 

to allow and afford any decisions to be made, relating to travelling, visiting, touring, 

doing business, or engaging in any form of commercial or other activity, in any country 

in Africa.  

 

Health and safety issues should we well researched by the traveler or visitor and taken 

into account when planning and prior to undertaking any visit or travel. These should 

include, but not be limited to obtaining adequate and comprehensive travel insurance as 

well as researching and obtaining or ensuring the validity of any vaccinations required or 

recommended by medical professionals or health authorities in the traveler’s country of 

residence or destination. 

 

Readers and customers are directed to our Terms and Conditions published on this site. 
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